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Comments on the Mixture Detection Rule Used in SPC Control Charts
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When calculating independently the false alarm rate of the eight usual runs rules used in SPC control chart, it appears that the proposed rule designed to detect mixture patterns corresponds to a Type-I error strongly lower than the seven other rules. This discrepancy is underlined and the mixture rule is showed to be useless both for in-control and out-of-control processes. Thus a modification of the mixture detection rule is proposed and the impact of this new mixture rule is then illustrated and discussed using Monte Carlo calculations.
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1. Introduction

Statistical process control (SPC) control charts have been used in industry since the 1920’s. After the introduction of the first and most widely known Shewhart chart (Shewhart, 1931), additional runs rules have been proposed to detect special causes. The eight most widespread runs rules were expressed in the Western Electric Handbook (Western Electric Company, 1956) and later discussed by Nelson (1984, 1985):

Rule 1: One point beyond Zone A.
Rule 2: Nine points in a row in Zone C or beyond.
Rule 3: Six points in a row steadily increasing or decreasing.
Rule 4: Fourteen points in a row alternating up and down.
Rule 5: Two out of three points in a row in Zone A or beyond.
Rule 6: Four out of five points in a row in Zone B or beyond.
Rule 7: Fifteen points in a row in Zone C (above and below centreline)
Rule 8: Eight points in a row on both sides of centreline with none in Zone C.

where Zone C is the area between $\hat{\mu} - \hat{\sigma}$ and $\hat{\mu} + \hat{\sigma}$; Zone B is the area between $\hat{\mu} - 2\hat{\sigma}$ and $\hat{\mu} - \hat{\sigma}$ and between $\hat{\mu} + \hat{\sigma}$ and $\hat{\mu} + 2\hat{\sigma}$; Zone A is the area between $\hat{\mu} - 3\hat{\sigma}$ and $\hat{\mu} - 2\hat{\sigma}$ and between $\hat{\mu} + 2\hat{\sigma}$ and $\hat{\mu} + 3\hat{\sigma}$, and $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}$ being, respectively, the estimated mean and standard deviation of the process data.

The present article aims at underlying the fact that all these rules are not equivalent and, more specifically, that Rule 8 does not correspond to the same false alarm rate (FAR: the test falsely signals the presence of a special cause). This specific point must be highlighted, so that SPC practitioners can correctly interpret the data resulting from the use of these very common rules. In order to reduce this discrepancy between these rules, a modification of the mixture rule (Rule 8) is then proposed and the influence on the FAR for usual combinations of rules is discussed.

2. Individual False Alarm Rates

The patterns detected by these rules were designed to lead to a FAR roughly equal to the corresponding probability of Rule 1 (which is close to 0.27%) as quoted by several authors (Charnes, 1995; Nelson, 1985). Nevertheless, a first difference in the rules definition exists between practitioners. Indeed, as far as Rule 2 is concerned, several authors consider the detection of nine points (Charnes, 1995; Nelson, 1984, 1985), whereas others consider a series of eight points (Champ and Woodall, 1987; Walter et al., 1991; Western Electric Company, 1956; Zhang and Wu, 2005). In the first case a pattern with 9 following points on the same side of the centreline (in the following this definition of Rule 2 will be named the Nelson definition) approximately corresponds to a FAR of 0.195%, whereas for 8 points (in the following this definition of Rule 2 will then be named the Western definition) the FAR is close to 0.391%.

Besides, a serious discrepancy exists between rule number eight (which is aimed at detecting the presence of an undesired mixture between two distinct populations) and the seven others. Indeed the FAR of rule 8 ($\approx(1 - 0.683)^8$) is approximately thirty times lower than that of the other seven rules (around 0.27%) (see Table 1). Table 1 also presents the ARL values for the eight individual laws (each simulation tests only one of the eight rules). These values are calculated either by analytical calculations or using Monte Carlo simulations. They are shown as an example since, in practical cases, there is no denying that the number and size of subgroups of data must be taken into account (Adams et al., 2001; Walter et al., 1991), which has not been done here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>n°</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAR (%)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.19 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>370.2</td>
<td>510.8 (256.4)</td>
<td>422.0</td>
<td>601.2</td>
<td>510.2</td>
<td>291.1</td>
<td>964.5</td>
<td>14084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

ARL values for three combinations of rules (the values into brackets correspond to the Western definition of Rule 2 that considers only eight following points)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>$C_{123456}$</th>
<th>$C_{1234567}$</th>
<th>$C_{12345678}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>79.0 (70.0)</td>
<td>73.5 (65.8)</td>
<td>73.5 (65.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a very low FAR of Rule 8 has already been reported in Walter (1991). Even though this test is often advocated to be used additionally to the others, this difference must be borne in mind if it is applied to detect the presence of a mixture.

3. In-control Process: Power of Rule 8

The previous results were obtained for all the rules applied individually. However, since a multiple testing procedure is carried out when applying a combination of several rules, it increases the power of the control chart and, as a consequence, the global FAR (Champ and Woodall, 1987). The only way to obtain the global FAR for a complex combination of rules is then to calculate their ARL by way of computer simulations\(^1\), since there is no independence between the rules (Champ, 1992; Zhang and Wu, 2005).

In reference works, the SPC user is advised to use Rule 8 in combination with the seven others, as a complementary test. Table 2 presents the ARL of control charts combining the six, seven, and eight rules together (that are noted $C_{123456}$, $C_{1234567}$, $C_{12345678}$, according to Champ and Woodall, 1987). These results are calculated on the mean of $10^6$ runs of randomly generated Gaussian data. It can be noticed that adding Rule 7 to the 6 previous ones significantly reduces the ARL of the control charts, whereas the use of Rule 8 does not reduce the ARL anymore. It means that Rule 8 does not improve the power of the control chart when it is used as commonly advocated. Table 3 shows that the addition of Rule 8 does not significantly modify the ARL of each rule when $C_{1234567}$ and $C_{12345678}$ are compared.

Moreover, when tested in combination with the seven other rules, the pattern of the mixture rule is almost never detected (less frequently than 1%), as can be seen in Table 4, where the percentage of detection of each abnormal pattern is given.

These results show that, when Rule 8 is applied as usually recommended, it is simply useless since it is almost never detected in the case of in-control data.

If Rule 8 is used in conjunction with only one of two other rules, it may increase more significantly the sensitivity of the control chart. That is the reason why the 255 possible combinations of rules where tested. For a given combination, the addition of Rule 8 led to a decrease in the ARL \(\frac{ARL_{\text{without Rule 8}} - ARL_{\text{with Rule 8}}}{ARL_{\text{without Rule 8}}} \times 100\) smaller than 5% in all cases (in 75% of the possible combinations, the ARL decrease is even smaller than 1%). Moreover, in all the possible 128 control charts involving

\(^1\)At each computation step one value is randomly generated from a standard Gaussian distribution. All the selected rules in the chosen combination are then tested. The algorithm stops as soon as one of these rules is infringed. This simulation is repeated a large number of times ($10^6$ times in the present case) and the global ARL is the average of the total number of data generated for all the simulations.
Rule 8, a false alarm is obtained thanks to Rule 8 in less than 5% of the samples. Therefore, whichever the rules in combination of which the mixture rule is used, it turns out that, when data is simulated from a standard Gaussian distribution (in-control conditions), it is virtually useless.


Under in-control conditions, the pattern of Rule 8 is seldom detected as the other rules react before. Nevertheless, Rule 8 is designed to detect a mixture (Western Electric Company, 1956), it is thus possible that, when the data is actually coming from two distinct distributions, Rule 8 should be the first to detect it. In order to test the power of Rule 8 under an out-of-control mixed process, two simple types of mixtures were simulated: a symmetrical one [Fig. 1(a)] and a weighted one which is more general [Fig. 1(b)]. It must be noticed that the present illustrative simulations limited by the control chart limits were built in a first stage, when the process was in-control. It is assumed that all relevant tests for multimodality or mixtures (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993; Minnotte, 1992; Mueller and Sawitzki, 1991) were performed and that during this first stage no mixture existed.

4.1. Symmetrical Mixture

The simplest case of mixture consists in considering data coming from two standard Gaussian distributions shifted in a symmetrical way compared to the mean value 0.
This symmetric process is characterized by a constant null mean and a standard deviation increasing with the $\lambda$ shift.

The eight rules (with Rule 2 defined as in Nelson, 1984, 1985) were tested together on data coming from such mixtures for values of $\lambda$ varying from 0–2. As expected, Fig. 2 shows that the global ARL decreases as the mixture shift increases: the mixture is detected more and more quickly. Nevertheless, we can notice in Fig. 3 that the detection of the mixture pattern is not due to Rule 8: indeed, even though Rule 8 is more frequently detected when the data comes from two shifted distributions, it is never detected in more than 2% of all the data samples. The detection of the mixture is mainly due to Rules 1 and 5.

4.2. Non Symmetrical Mixture

Another simple case of mixture can be simulated by randomly generating data coming from two distinct standard Gaussian distributions, with only one of the two

![Figure 2](image_url).

**Figure 2.** Evolution of the global ARL obtained for the combination of the eight rules as a function of the shift of the symmetrical mixture distribution.
being shifted from the initial null mean of a value $\lambda$. Additionally, only a fraction $\beta$ of the data comes from the shifted distribution.

The evolution of the global ARL obtained using the same eight rules together is plotted in Fig. 4 for $\lambda$ varying from 0–2 and $\beta$ varying from 0–0.5 (for higher values of $\beta$, the observed tendencies do not change anymore). When these two parameters increase the ARL decreases, which means that, as expected, the more mixed the data is, the faster it is detected. The sharpest decrease in the ARL is found for $\lambda = 2$ and increases with the values of $\beta$.

Nevertheless, here again, the detection of the mixture is actually not due to Rule 8, as can be noticed in Fig. 5. Figure 5(b) shows that Rule 8 is very seldom infringed whatever the values of $\lambda$ and $\beta$ (it is always detected in less than 0.2% of the cases), whereas the most frequently detected pattern corresponds to Rule 1 [Fig. 5(a)].
Figure 5. Percentage of detection of the mixture due to (a) Rule 1 and (b) Rule 8 (noise is due to the very low probability of detection of Rule 8, and could be reduced by running many more simulations).

These results show that, for these two simple types of mixture that Rule 8 is designed to detect, the abnormality is almost always detected sooner by another rule; Rules 1 and 5 being globally the most sensitive to mixture patterns. Therefore, Rule 8 can be considered as simply useless in its present definition.

5. Modification of the Mixture Detection Rule

As far as the authors know, no theoretical or practical justification exists in literature for the design of Rule 8 and the previous results show that it is in fact useless in practical mixture cases. Therefore, the following modification of Rule 8 is proposed in order to obtain a mixture detection rule with an individual sensitivity comparable to that of the seven other rules and also more able to detect a mixture when it is effectively present.

Rule 8 (modified): Five points in a row on both sides of centreline with none in Zone C.

5.1. In-Control Process: Power of the Modified Rule 8

The number of points in sequence was chosen to obtain an individual FAR of this modified mixture detection rule approximately equal to 0.34%: close to that of the seven other rules. The impact of such a modification of Rule 8 is all the more visible when a combination of the eight rules is studied. Table 5 presents the values of the global ARL for the same three control charts used in Table 2, but with the modified Rule 8. Contrary to Table 2, the modified Rule 8 leads to a significant decrease in the ARL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>$C_{123456}$</th>
<th>$C_{1234567}$</th>
<th>$C_{12345678}$ (modified)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>79.0 (70.0)</td>
<td>73.5 (65.8)</td>
<td>68.3 (61.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6

Influence of the modified Rule 8 on the percentage of false alarms obtained by each rule for two control charts for the Nelson definition of Rule 2 (the values into brackets correspond to the Western definition)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
<th>Rule 3</th>
<th>Rule 4</th>
<th>Rule 5</th>
<th>Rule 6</th>
<th>Rule 7</th>
<th>Rule 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.5)</td>
<td>(22.0)</td>
<td>(13.9)</td>
<td>(9.3)</td>
<td>(11.7)</td>
<td>(19.4)</td>
<td>(6.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12345678</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.8)</td>
<td>(19.8)</td>
<td>(12.7)</td>
<td>(8.3)</td>
<td>(10.5)</td>
<td>(16.2)</td>
<td>(5.5)</td>
<td>(11.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, Table 6 where the percentage of detection of each abnormal pattern is given, shows that the pattern of the mixture rule is detected approximately in 12.5% of the cases. So the modified Rule 8 significantly contributes to the global power of the control chart.

5.2. Symmetrically Mixed Process: Power of the Modified Rule 8

When the simulated data is symmetrically mixed, the global ARL obtained with the modified Rule 8 combined with the seven others is smaller than that obtained with the usual Rule 8. This difference is more pronounced for weakly mixed data. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6, the influence of the modification of Rule 8 is less and less visible when $\lambda$ increases ($\lambda \geq 0.5$). This shows that even with the modified Rule 8, a strong mixture is detected earlier by the other rules when $\lambda$ increases. This result is confirmed by the percentage of detection of each abnormal pattern plotted in Fig. 7. Indeed, for $\lambda \leq 1.5$, the modified Rule 8 is infringed in up to 20% of the samples, however when $\lambda$ increases further, Rules 1 and 5 are still
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**Figure 6.** Comparison of the ARL obtained in the case of control charts combining the eight rules with either the usual Rule 8 or the modified one.
the most frequently infringed. This means that the modified Rule 8 is a powerful tool to detect the presence of rather weakly mixed data, that other rules are not always able to detect quickly. Additionally, for strongly mixed data the modified Rule 8 still detects a mixture in more than 15% of the simulations which is the actual cause of the out-of-control situation. Consequently, even for strongly mixed data, the modified Rule 8 is interesting since it enables to identify the special cause responsible for the drift from normality. The curve of the percentage of detection of the modified Rule 8 shown in Fig. 7(a) presents two distinct regions. On the one hand, for \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \), the modified Rule 8 detects more and more frequently the presence of a mixture as \( \lambda \) increases. However, for \( \lambda \geq 1 \), the percentage of detection of Rule 8 decreases when \( \lambda \) increases, whereas the percentage of detection of Rule 1 starts to grow exponentially. This is typical of a competition between two mechanisms. During the first stage \( (0 \leq \lambda \leq 1) \) the probability of occurrence of the pattern of the modified Rule 8 and of Rule 1 increases in a similar manner and their respective ARLs decrease in the same way, whereas during the second stage \( (\lambda \geq 1) \) the ARL of Rule 1 becomes much smaller than that of Rule 8 (mainly because it needs fewer points to react) and puts it in the background.

5.3. Non-Symmetrically Mixed Process: Power of the Modified Rule 8

In the case of non symmetrically mixed data, the global ARL evolution is very similar to that shown in Fig. 4 but the surface is shifted to lower values, which means that the modification of Rule 8 increases the global sensitivity of the \( C_{12345678} \) control chart. The evolutions of the percentage of detection for Rules 1 and 8 are plotted in Fig. 8. They are very similar to that plotted in Fig. 5, but the surface of Rule 1 is lowered (like those of Rule 2–7, not shown), whereas the percentage of detection of the modified Rule 8 is strongly increased compared to that of the usual Rule 8. For non symmetrical mixtures, the modified Rule 8 proves to be more effective for weakly mixed data (low \( \lambda \) and \( \beta \)). For strongly mixed data Rule 1 (and also Rule 5, not shown) are more quickly infringed and the modified Rule 8 is less useful. Therefore, here again, for subtle mixtures, which the first seven rules

![Figure 7](image_url)
are not very efficient to detect, the modified Rule 8 turns out to be powerful since it decreases the global ARL and enables to identify the presence of a mixture in more than 12% of the simulations. Nevertheless, when the mixture is more and more pronounced, the rules that need fewer points to react (Rules 1 and 5, for example) are infringed before Rule 8.

6. Conclusion

The FAR of the usual mixture detection rule used in SPC control charts was highlighted to be much lower (approximately 30 times) than the target Type-I error ($\approx 0.27\%$) used for the design of the seven other rules. This discrepancy leads to the fact both in-control and out-of-control data (presence of a mixture) Rule 8 has been found to be virtually useless. As no theoretical or practical justification has been found in literature a modification of the mixture detection rule is proposed to improve its sensitivity. Firstly, this modification leads to an individual Type-I error close to 0.34% which means that the eight rules can be considered as approximately equally sensitive. Secondly, this modification allows Rule 8 to increase the sensitivity of control charts when used in conjunction with any combination of the seven other rules. When a mixed population is simulated on purpose, the modified Rule 8 turns out to be much more efficient than the usual one. Additionally, it is found to be powerful in the detection of weakly mixed data, whereas for very pronounced mixtures Rules 1 and 5 remain the first ones to react, since they need fewer points. Therefore the modified Rule 8 turns out to be complementary to the seven other rules in the presence of a mixed population. It increases the global power of the $C_{12345678}$ control chart (and of all the other combinations of rules) which detects sooner the out-of-control situation and enables to better identify the actual cause of defect in the presence of a mixture (either symmetrical or not).
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